Year 6 Homework – Summer Two
Please choose activities from the homework sheet below. You can do as little or as much as you like but at
least one piece of homework needs to be showcased in class. We would still like children to read at least 3 times
per week and have their diary signed by an adult. Diaries will be checked each Monday.

Extra-curricular suggestions…

• Try out a new sport in your free
time. It could be in the park with
friends or at home with your family.

Literacy / Numeracy based tasks …

Literacy:

Topic homework suggestions…

• Practise walking the route from your

• Find out information about your new

house to your new school. If you are

secondary school and create a leaflet.

getting the bus, make sure you know
which bus to get on and which bus

• Think about others in your life. Can

• Keep a diary about your final half term

you do anything to help others out?

at Primary School. Write down your

Could you help your relative carry

thoughts and memories to save for the

their shopping home? Or offer to take

future!

stops you need!
• Think about and plan what you will do
for lunch next year.

your friend’s dog for a walk?

o

you want to take packed lunch

• Create a scrapbook of all your favourite
• Cheer somebody up! Think about

o

memories from Mundella.

working out your change?

Could you make a card to brighten
someone’s birthday?

o

Numeracy:

you know someone who can teach it

you to complete? Can you plan how
long it will take you to get to school?

money onto it.

• Find out what you will need to take to
school next year. Can you pack it all

to you?

into a bag which you can carry?

• Use money independently at the shops.
• Draw a map of your local area. Add

Can you add prices together to work out

on your route to school using a

how much it will cost? Can you work

coloured line.

out the change faster than the till?

Does your school use a lunch card? Find
out how this works and how to top up

• Practise using the clock confidently. Can
you work out how long things will take

• Find a new skill and learn it! Do

How much money will you will need if
you are buying it? Are you confident with

how you could make someone smile.
someone’s day? Or bake a cake for

Practise making your own sandwiches if

• Write a list of things which you want
to achieve at Secondary School. These
may be trying new things, achieving
your goals or facing your fears!

Spellings: sincere, sincerely, soldier, stomach, sufficient, suggest, symbol, system, temperature, thorough, twelfth,
variety, vegetable, vehicle, yacht accommodate, accompany, according, achieve, aggressive, amateur, ancient,
apparent, appreciate, attached, available, average, awkward, bargain and bruise.

